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The solution supported multiple field work 

"iField" was born for field works.
It is a service which strongly support the field.

"iField" is the enterprise solutions involved in the field work corre-
sponding to a smartphone and a tablet.
It is a useful for various field work, such as maintenance, construc-
tion, investigation, inspection, delivery, and so on.
It has many functions, such as status management, making report, 
organization of pictures, management of locating information and 
map, management of buildings and facilities, and so on.
There are business which is difficult to pursuit about productivity and 
efficiency, but it is possible to introduce "iField" immediately because 
of the functions.

Solves the problems Information sharing! Efficiency up!

Simple manual-less operation in various field Who? Where? Status? Intuitive WEB interface
The functions are simple design, but they  consist of the high operability 
interface.
It provides the easy operability such as input of selection and button, voice 
input, and free hand memo on a map and pictures.

It has timeline which shows the target user's situation.It also has a map 
interface which shows an activity position to change every moment.
You can be grasped intuitively the situation of the field, then you can send a 
message to all field workers when you notice.

Useful functions Supports you with useful functions
               which utilize the extensive experience and experience.

Trace management 
              of locating information Making various report formats Work order message 

                           from the office
Using a periodic notification of locating information, it 
can manage a tracking of any interval.
It also manage a area, and it can judge IN or OUT of 
area.

By cooperation with the Excel, it can make some 
report formats using various templates.
Every group can use other format using group 
function.

It can order someone who related to the building to 
do work.
It supports field correspondence smoothly because it 
can send pictures or files.

Option
Navigation 
Barcode
Real-time streaming
CAD                          etc.

The introduction results to various industries by high customization.
iFeild can support various movement environment, network environment including closed network.
It responds to the consultation with a wealth of experience.

Agricultural union                        A system of supporting harvest and managing farm field.
Construction company                 A system of watching speed and controlling traffic of dump trucks.
Academic institution                   A system of confirming and searching the disaster situation when disaster happened.
Research company                    A system of distributing questionnaires and managing recovery situation.
Broadcast company                    A maintenance system for broadcast facilities.
Medicine company                      A management system of delivery situation for medicines.
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